
2021 -2026, University of California, Santa Cruz

Ph.D. in Computational Media | Social Emotion Lab

January 2021 - May 2021, Game User Experience Designer, ByteDanc
 Worked on a SLG, where players owned a city and aim to flourish the city by 

gathering resources, recruiting heroes, enter alliances, etc
 Prototyped low-fi UX prototypes based on Game Design Logic with Axure
 Delivered UI assets into Unity and implemented the visual effect; 

Communicated with Front-end engineers for achieving the functions.

July 2020 - January 2021, Research Assistant, ShanghaiTech Universit
 Explored how AR glasses can bring an immersive playful cooking experience 

by adding embodied agent, interaction, audio feedback, etc
 Pre-design interview, 3D modeling, Hololense 2 testing, Unity prototype.

Dec 2019 - Feb 2020, Unity Prototyper, Tsugi, Niigata, Japa
 Prototyped sound synthesis approaches for game UI sounds, such as click, 

send, success/fail, increase/decrease, etc. with MATLAB and company’s 
internal software

 Created 3D and 2D UI assets. Made interactive demos to showcase how sound 
scripts can be integrated in game for clients.

June 2017 - Sept 2017, Audio Intern, Yamaha, Hamamatsu, Japa
 Worked on the prototype of YAMAHA next-generation All-in-one PA.
 Measured frequency response in anechoic room with frequency sweep 

method; Analysed frequency response and adjusted EQ with DME to make 
speaker have good sound quality.

Daydream 

Daydream, a game that combines puzzles and interactive music-making experiences with the design concept of a 
"healing game" to help players slow down, relax, and imagine during Covid-19.

Click to watch demo

Sakura: VR musical exploration game with MIDI keyboard

A VR musical exploration game with MIDI keyboard in Japanese Zen environment, that provides music-creating 
experience in immersive environment and uses MIDI keyboard as the in-game interface.

AR Experiences

New world        : you can spawn virtual objects in the real world and take photos with them.

Eat!        : Eat falling hotdog and ice cream to gain the points while avoid bomb.

Drum Machine

An interactive music sequencer that brings joy of music-creating by choosing background music, creating beat 
patterns and enjoying animations. 

[1] Ji C. Sakura: A VR musical exploration game with MIDI keyboard in 
Japanese Zen environment. In 2020 IEEE Conference on Games (CoG) 2020 
Aug 24 (pp. 620-621). IEEE. [paper, video]

[2] Ji C., Nishino H. Daydream: A Healing Game for Mitigating Quarantine-
induced Negative Emotions with Music Adventure. In Extended Abstracts of 
the 2020 Annual Symposium on Computer-Human Interaction in Play 
2020 Nov 2 (pp. 64-67). [paper, video]

2018 -2020, Stanford University

MA in Music, Science and Technology | GPA: 3.5/4.0
2014 -2018, University of Nottingham

BEing in Electrical and Electronics Engineering | GPA: 3.9/4.0, first class

Chen Ji

Education

Publication

Work Experiences

Selected Projects 

About Me | I am a researcher-practitioner in computational media with 
background of computer music and game design. My research interest lies in 
how computational media can help people learn, feel and socialize through 
designing immersive experiences and creative practices. 

      cji40@ucsc.edu


       jjjjjcc.github.io



Skills


    C#                   C++

    JavaScript                    HTML/CSS 



    Unity                   Blender

    Figma                 PhotoShop



    Logic Pro X          Reaper           Audacity



programming


Prototyping Tools


Muisc Tools


Courses Taken


Topics in RtD, affective computing, 
emotion measurement, and emobodied, 
and social interaction design, etc.



    OpenGL                   Chuck

    Sound narrative design



    Music composition in Chuck

    Sound recording



    3D modeling, texture and animation

    World design/narrative design

    Interactive experience design

    VR equipment set-up



    Fundamentals in music perception

and cognition

    Discovery-oriented human 
behavioural research/ experiment 
design


Social and Emotion approaches to HCI


Music, Computing, and Design


Fundamentals of Computer Generation 
Sound


Emerging Technology Studio


Psychophysics and Music Cognition


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raj_x-D9FI8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58HPwiiap7I
https://vimeo.com/395322288
https://vimeo.com/395020248
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/9231808
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58HPwiiap7I
https://dl.acm.org/doi/10.1145/3383668.3419928
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=raj_x-D9FI8
mailto:cji40@ucsc.edu
http://jjjjjcc.github.io
https://youtu.be/bWSR4O8bPnM

